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Abstract. Simulations are the best approximation to experimental laboratories in
astrophysics and cosmology. However, the complexity, richness, and large size of their
outputs severely limit the interpretability of their predictions. We describe a new, unbi-
ased, and machine learning based approach to obtaining useful scientific insights from a
broad range of simulations. The method can be used on today’s largest simulations and
will be essential to solve the extreme data exploration and analysis challenges posed
by the Exascale era. Furthermore, this concept is so flexible, that it will also enable
explorative access to observed data.

Our concept is based on applying nonlinear dimensionality reduction to learn
compact representations of the data in a low-dimensional space. The simulation data is
projected onto this space for interactive inspection, visual interpretation, sample selec-
tion, and local analysis. We present a prototype using a rotational invariant hyperspher-
ical variational convolutional autoencoder, utilizing a power distribution in the latent
space, and trained on galaxies from IllustrisTNG simulation. Thereby, we obtain a nat-
ural Hubble tuning fork like similarity space that can be visualized interactively on the
surface of a sphere by exploiting the power of HiPS tilings in Aladin Lite.

1. Introduction

Cosmological hydrodynamical simulations, or simulations in general, are excellent nu-
merical laboratories to understand astrophysical processes like the formation of galax-
ies or the large-scale structure. In accordance with Richard Feynman’s quote "What I
cannot create, I do not understand", those virtual laboratories are essential to understand
what we observe. Those simulations provide access to a highly detailed realization of
simulated universes across a vast range of spatial and temporal scales, from shortly
after the Big Bang until the present day, containing all main matter components, e.g.
dark matter, gas, stars, and black holes. Each of the simulation time-steps is extremely
information-rich, including 6D phase space positions and velocities, as well as dozens
of physical properties for all components, e.g. density, temperature, metallicity, indi-
vidual element abundances, etc.).

State-of-the-art large-volume cosmological simulations currently model the evo-
lution of the Universe using more than 1011 particles and produce petabytes of data.
This level of data size and complexity already exceeds by far the exploration, synthe-
sis, and interpretation capacity of humans; with the rise of the Exascale era rendering
traditional analysis techniques obsolete (Nelson et al. 2019). Moreover, architectures
and I/O formats vary greatly across simulation codes, imposing a barrier to the appli-
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cation of code-specific tools more generally to all cosmological datasets. Simulation
data is typically represented in a very compressed format in catalogs, often represent-
ing the rich multidimensional data by single scalar representations (e.g. galaxy and
DM halo properties). By utilizing dimensionality reduction techniques, we strive for
automatically learning a more meaningful compression and embedding of the origi-
nal data. Machine learning (ML) provides a set of powerful tools to achieve such a
compression to an arbitrary number of dimensions, while ensuring that similar objects
have a similar compressed representation. This is comparable to empirical found rela-
tions w.r.t. galaxy properties, like the Hubble diagram, the galaxy main sequence, the
mass-metallicity relation, the Tully-Fisher relation, or the fundamental plane.

As many tools in astronomy exist to visualize and handle data on a sphere, we
decided to evaluate the use of HiPS (Fernique et al. 2015) to represent an ML derived
projection on a spherical surface. Especially, the hierarchical nature of HiPS allows
to iteratively refine the view and thereby provide explorative access to the complexly
structured data. This is an essential contribution to the aspects of findability and acces-
sibility as part of the FAIR data principles (Wilkinson et al. 2016). The dimensionality
reduction is handled by Spherinator while the HiPS tile representation is created by
HiPSter.

2. Spherinator

To achieve a meaningful embedding in a lower dimensional space, neural networks
have proven to be powerful ML approaches. In recent years, hyperspherical varia-
tional autoencoders (HVAE) have emerged as a powerful tool in the field of generative
modeling (Cao & Aziz 2020; Davidson et al. 2018), utilizing a spherical surface for
the embedding. The hyperspherical latent space enables more efficient and meaning-
ful exploration of the latent representation, as the hyperspherical space is continuous
without boundaries like the traditional Euclidean space but in contrast is constrained in
size. The presented first version of Spherinator uses PyTorch Lightning to imple-
ment a convolutional neural network (CNN) based variational autoencoder (VAE) with
a spherical latent space.

We implemented an encoder with a five layer cascade of convolutional and pooling
layers [128, 64, 32, 16, 8, 4] and a corresponding decoder. The bottleneck was designed
to represent a density distribution on a spherical surface using a simple renormalized 3D
vector of unity length for the coordinates µ and a rotationally symmetric concentration
parameter κ. To achieve rotational invariance, the reconstruction loss for a set of rotated
images and their reconstruction was calculated, and only the version with the lowest
loss was used for optimizing the weights and biases of the model. The loss function
consists of two parts: the reconstruction loss and the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence.

L = Lrecon + λ · LKL

The reconstruction loss is measured using the pixel wise root-mean-square deviation
(RMSE). This loss and the KL divergence have to be balanced, which is achieved via
the factor λ, which helps to ensure a meaningful latent space (Asperti & Trentin 2020).
The KL divergence measures the difference between two probability distributions. A
Gaussian reference distribution is used for Euclidean latent spaces, while a uniform
reference distribution is taken for hyperspherical latent spaces.
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The power-spherical distribution is defined as

pX(x; µ, κ) = NX(κ, d)−1(1 + µ⊤x)κ

with direction µ and concentration κ and normalization factor NX. Since the KL diver-
gence between a uniform distribution and a power spherical distribution is independent
of the direction µ, the regularization term can be expressed directly using κ. We used
the Adam optimizer with a learning rate scheduler from 10−3 to 10−5 and batch size
256 to train the model for 200 epochs. Hereby, we calculated 36 rotated versions of
every input dataset, creating versions for every 10◦ of rotation. We found λ = 10−3 to
be a good choice to produce a reasonable embedding as depicted on our poster.

Figure 1. Output of HiPSter. Left: Reconstruction of the trained HVAE model.
Right: Embedded original images of the galaxies closest to the center of each tile.

3. HiPSter

As soon as a model is trained, the HiPSter is used to create an explorable representa-
tion of the projected data-set. Hereby, we utilize the HiPS standard to store the results
in a hierarchical form. This enables us to represent extremely large data-sets in a very
compact way, a first step to the data we expect from Exascale simulations. To generate
all necessary files, the following tasks had been implemented.

Model Representation: Based on the trained autoencoder, we utilize only the gener-
ative decoder part to produce an image for the center coordinates of each healpix cell.
Those images are stored following the HiPS standard alongside with a properties file.

Catalog Creation: The encoder part is used to embed all input images on the sphere.
This task is done, using the same technique for rotation invariance as described for the
training of the model. The resulting coordinates from the bottleneck as well as some
meta-information are written to a CSV-file and a VO-table.

Image Embedding: Based on the created catalog file, for each order of the HiPS, the
tiles are filled with the input image that projects closest to the center of the correspond-
ing healpix cell. In case no input image maps to a cell, the corresponding tile is left
empty. This generates the representation shown in Figure 1.
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Thumbnails& Originals: We generate JPEG images for a hover on presentation and
to allow inspecting the original uncropped and unscaled input images within Aladin-
Lite.

Allsky Images: To support Aladin Sky Atlas on the desktop, overview images are
produced for every order following the HiPS standard.

Deployment: To deploy the produced two HiPS tilings as well as the catalog files, an
HTML-file is automatically created. This file utilizes AladinLite to provide direct visual
explorative access to the representation learned with the Spherinator as presented on
https:\space.h-its.org

4. Conclusions

When the tiles and catalogs are access via Aladin Sky Atlas on the desktop, users can
annotate regions of interest, create own catalogs by using multi-order coverage maps,
search by similarity by querying sources in the vicinity through e.g. a cone search,
or identify outliers by looking at those sources with the largest reconstruction errors.
A whole new data access workflow arises from the representation of morphological
structures as coordinates on a sphere, enabling the realization of very diverse scientific
use-cases.
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